EWA ZIEMSKA (MCLEMORE)
Louisville, KY
502 592 1262
rey.gladiador@gmail.com
www.reygladiador.com

JAMES RAY MCLEMORE JR
Louisville, KY
502 356 5221
www.rivercitypresa.com

REY GLADIADOR & RIVER CITY PRESA CANARIO
PUPPY CONTRACT
BUYERS INFORMATIONS:
FULL NAME:
ADRESS :
PHONE NUMBER:
E‐MAIL:

PUPPY INFORMATIONS:
NAME:
DATE OF BIRTH:
COLOR:
SEX:
MICROCHIP NUMBER:
SIRE:
DAM:
BREEDER:
PUPPY PRICE:

This contract applies only to the original buyer and can’t be transferred to third parties
At the day of sale of the puppy breeder states that dog is in good health and have no signs of
heredity diseases.
Puppy is up to date with vaccinations, warming and veterinary check‐up.
Breeder guarantees that puppy is free of life threatening diseases or disabilities (for example parvo)
72 hours from time of delivery to the buyer.
It is strongly recommended to buyer to attend puppy and obedience classes to provide puppy with
future proper socialization.
Breeder shall not be held responsible for the development of non‐genetically derived disqualifying
faults, diseases, or disorders.
Breeder guarantees that puppy will pass hip rating median or below with PennHip. Examination
must be done by certified veterinarian by the age of 2 years. In case of any other genetic heredity
diseases occurring by age of 2 years buyer have to provide proof from the certified veterinarian of
such disease*.
* Breeder have right to ask for second opinion or ask for additional exam.

No replacement puppy will be given when dog was already breed or neutered or spayed outside of
the limitations of this contract.
If puppy was diagnosed with any of the genetically derived medical disorders breeder will provide
buyer with a replacement puppy:
‐ All costs of transport from and to breeder are covered by buyer.
‐ Cost of ear cropping of replacement puppy is covered by buyer.
‐ Buyer may keep the original puppy and is obliged to spay/neuter the dog and provide certificate to
breeder before receiving replacement puppy.
‐ Replacement puppy is similar quality or higher to the original puppy and is offered as soon as one is
available. Buyer do not have to take replacement puppy at this time and might wait till his original
dog gets older.
BUEYERS RESPONSIBILITIES:
Buyer agrees to keep the dog up to date with annual vaccinations, worming, heart worm prevention
and tick/flee prevention.
Buyer agrees to keep the dog in good health and condition and provide veterinary care whenever
needed.
Buyer agrees to feed the dog with high quality food, it is recommended to use raw/barf diet
although this is left to buyers choice.

Buyer agrees to keep the dog in optimum weight and not under‐ or overweighed.
Buyer agrees to keep the dog exercised.
Buyer states that puppy will be member of family and will receive love and affection and will not be
left only as a kennel dog.
Buyer agrees to keep “DE REY GLADIADOR” or “DEL RIVER CITY” kennel name in all legal paperwork
of dog and while entering it to trials (both show and working) because this dog comes from planned
program with many generations of careful breedings behind it and is part of a careful selection. At
home dog can have it’s pets name as chosen by the buyer, but when advertised or breed in
documents must keep it’s official name with breeders kennel name on it.
MISCELLANEOUS
If there is strong proof of puppy being abused or neglected by the buyer breeder have all rights to
take the dog back without any refunds or replacements.
If with any conditions buyer can’t keep the dog He or She is obliged to send it back to the breeder on
his own cost.

There are no circumstances under with dog can be taken to animal shelter, humane
society, or released to a rescue group.
Breeder strives for years to choose proper homes for his dogs to prevent them from wrong
ownership or treatment. This is why buyer is required to give the breeder first choice of taking the
dog back.
In case of violating this rule buyer will be charged with fine of $2500.

SPECIAL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN BREEDER AND SELLER NOT STADED BY CONTRACT:

Buyer signature and date:

Breeder signature and date:

……………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………….

